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Google translation

Wild berries ripening right now grow into wild bio art, which finally reaches the
berry energy by sounding.
Bartaku’s exhibition on doctoral research at SOLU Gallery.
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Bioart
Bartaku: Leaky Light 26.9. Opening until 8 pm, Solu (Luotsikatu 13),
Open during the exhibition: Wed 12–17, Thu 12–19, Fri 12–17, Sat – Sun 12–16.
At times, art that draws from science clings to its methods and is more faithful to scientific knowledge than to
artistic expression and the search for a new one.
Bartaku does not have this burden. Bartaku, who is a doctoral candidate at Aalto University (b. 1970), has a
background in social sciences. He says his art is based on cognitive ecology, aesthetics, consciousness
research, neurobiology, energy, and the philosophy of knowing and developing.
BARTAKU's solo exhibition at the Solu Gallery in Katajanokka looks somewhat like an ordinary bio art
exhibition.
Wild starting points, however, undermine the dominant position of science as the starting point for research
into plants and the natural environment. Being humorous, genre-blending and procedural, Bartaku's work is
somewhat reminiscent of Fluxus principles. The exhibition starts with berry chokeberry. Chokeberry growing
in the bush is considered a kind of superfood. For Bartaku, however, it is the starting point for systematic but
still occasional work.
There are three 'protocols' for processing Aronia.
The first originated by chance, after a bacterium isolated from the roots of the chokeberry bush moved from
Helsinki to Kaunas. This protocol is under consideration in petri dishes and will give impetus to the next paper
protocol. The third protocol is triggered by left-handed fingers tapping against porcelain during idleness.
After all, Bartaku's art looks quite different from his methods described above. Among other things, the
gallery features a video examining the brain curves of the subjects. The shape of the curves, on the other
hand, forms the basis for sculptures and wall-mounted drawings.
The back room of the CELL enters a magenta light: there is something on the floor that looks like berry. The
space is filled with the scent of a boiling berry purée on the windowsill and a special sound landscape.
The protocol of the fingers has unleashed the rhythm into something completely new: the screaming song is
the result of drills in which singers press their throats and strive to catch the energy of the chokeberry by
making a wild noise.
SOLU is a gallery of the Finnish Bioarts Society. It opened its doors in November last year.

